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SPAZIO 21
YOUR LUXURY WATCH STORE

—

Spazio 21, boasts thousands of customers all over the world and is driven, 
like you, by the passion for luxury watches and has as its mission the best 
possible shopping experience, so much so that it can count on a level of 

satisfaction 5 stars.
All our customers know that their passion for luxury watches goes beyond 

the simple concept of “valuable object”.
Precisely for this reason, the Spazio 21 Showroom has been custom designed 
to allow you to have the best buying or selling experience, should you want 
to propose your watch. To transmit trust, however, we know that passion 
is not enough, which is why knowledge of the watches we deal with is also 
essential for us. Through a proactive attitude and focused on continuous 
improvement, we are able to stay up to date on news and also give you the 
best advice on past watches. Luxury watches are the symbol of emotions, 
challenges, adventures and are our favorite companion when we have to face 

the most important moments of our life.

“We share our passion.”

In this context, the Spazio 21 e-commecre aims to share our passion for 
luxury watches with as many people as possible. On the Spazioventuno.it 
website you can find the best luxury watch brands including IWC, Hublot, 
Breitling, Tag Hauer and many others. Furthermore, thanks to a safe and 

efficient service, you can interact directly with one of the consultants of the 
Spazio 21 sales team to request all the information you may need. Our goal, 

even in online sales, is always to establish a solid relationship based on 
trust, because we never give up on our principles and our values. Visit our 
website and discover a world made of precious materials, innovation and 

great complications!

CONTACT US
S PA Z I O  21 M AG A Z I N E

Via Della Rocca 21 - 10121 
Torino

T: +39 351.507.6718
E:  info@spazioventuno.it
W:  www.spazioventuno.it

VISIT OUR SOCIAL 
NETWORKS
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1G R E E N  D I A L
Discover your green soul

The shades that the various brands present on their referenc-
es are very varied and all really beautiful. From the most muted 
green to the bright emerald, there is really a wide range of choic-
es. If green is your favorite color then you are sure to be thrilled 
to discover the most beautiful green dial watches on the market!
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ROLEX SUBMARI-
NER “HULK” REF. 
116610LV

If you are looking for a 
watch with a green dial 
then surely one of the best 
investments you can make 
is the Rolex Submariner 
ref. 116610LV “Hulk”.

Why is the Rolex 
“Hulk” one of the 
most sought af-
ter models on the 

market? Mainly because today 
it is out of production. This 
obviously means that it is re-
ally difficult to find people will-
ing to sell it and anyone with a 
minimum of knowledge of eco-
nomics knows that, when the 
supply is scarce, the price goes 
up. If the list price of the refer-
ence 116610LV was around € 
9000, today its price is around 
€ 20,000. A truly incredible in-
crease that accompanies the 
constantly growing fame of this 
model. If you want a concrete 
demonstration of the dizzying 
increase in value that the Rolex 
“Hulk” has benefited from, we 
think the graph that we propose 
below is quite explanatory. It is 
always difficult to predict future 
market trends but we can say 
that those who own a “Hulk” are 
rubbing their hands right now.

INNOVATIVE ELEMENTS AND 
RESPECT FOR TRADITIONS

The Rolex 116610LV, apart from 
the recognizability of the bezel 
and the dial, fits into what is the 
tradition of the Submariners as 
regards the other main com-
ponents. The bracelet is strictly 
the Oyster one, the most used 
by the brand and unmistakable 
for the structure characterized 
by three links joined asymmet-
rically. From the point of view 
of the material, we always find 
steel for the strap, the closure 
and the case, with dimensions 
of 40 mm. Like all other Subma-
riners, the watch is water resis-
tant to a depth of 300 meters. 
The caliber is 3135, produced 
for the first time in 1988 and 
which is identified as one of the 
most used by the brand. It is a 
self-winding mechanism with a 
48-hour power reserve and is 
obviously C.O.S.C.

R O L E X  “ H U L K ”
The most sought after green dial on the market

-  ROLEX -

Fonte: Chrono24
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R O L E X  DAT E J U S T  36
Palm leaf pattern

We immediately want-
ed to show you an im-
age that highlights the 
absolutely innovative 
dial for this latest ver-
sion of the Datejust 36. 
In fact, it is not a simple 
green dial (olive green 
to be precise). To give 
an inimitable look to 
this watch is certainly 
the palm leaf motif.

The reference there-
fore has a unique look, 
absolutely different 
from all the other mod-
els on the market and 
which goes very well 
with the green color. 
Considering that the 
dial is the element that 
most of all gives per-
sonality to the watch, 
this model has a lot 

-  ROLEX -

We saw the Rolex “Hulk” as the first model 
because it is probably the first that comes 
to mind to collectors when it comes to Ro-
lex watches with a green dial. A model re-

leased this year, however, the Rolex Oyster Perpet-
ual Datejust 36 in the reference 126200, features a 
truly special dial that will surprise all those with a 
“green” soul.

to sell. The green dial 
is associated with the 
classic rounded bezel, 
an essential element 
for the Datejust, made 
of steel. The bracelet 
is also the classic one, 
in fact it is the Oyster 
bracelet, also made of 
steel. The watch is pow-
ered by caliber 3235, a 

Rolex automatic move-
ment that guarantees 
a power reserve of 70 
hours. This mechanism 
incorporates the Chro-
nergy escapement, 
which guarantees high 
energy efficiency and 
great reliability.

This is not just a simple 
green dial.

ROLEX DATEJUST 36 
REF. 126200

1 -  C A L I B E R

3235, Rolex manufacture

2 -  C A S E

Oyster, 36 mm, Oystersteel
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CHARACTERISTIC

1 -  C A S E

Steel case, sapphire crystal and 

caseback with anti-reflective 

treatment, screwed crown in black 

ceramic.

2 -  D I A L

Khaki green dial with “Méga Tapis-

serie” motif, applied indexes and 

Royal Oak hands in rose gold with 

luminescent coating, black rotating 

flange with a 60 to 15 minute beige 

zone.

3 -  B R AC E L E T

Interchangeable khaki green rubber 

strap with steel pin buckle. Addi-

tional strap in black rubber

3 -  C A L I B E R

Manufacture caliber 4308

Audemars Piguet is famous for 
presenting its models in many 
different colors, from the dial, 
to the case, up to the strap. 
Also as regards the green color, 
the Swiss brand offers us dif-
ferent versions but the one we 
consider the most fascinating 
is the 15720ST.OO.A052CA.01, 
which has the khaki shade.

Audemars Piguet presents its 
new version of the ROYAL OAK 
OFFSHORE with a dial with a 
revolutionized aesthetic. The 
motif you can see in the photo 
is called “Méga Tapisserie” and 
is a trademark of the Maison. 
Also very interesting from an 
aesthetic point of view is the 
black swivel flange with a 60 to 
15 minute zone in beige. The 
color variation is very beauti-
ful and gives the watch an even 
more captivating look.

The bracelet, in the same color 
as the dial, is made of rubber 
and Audemars Piguet allows 
you to express all your creativi-
ty by changing the one supplied 
with other colors.

The Offshore belong to a sports 
collection that does not want 
to compromise and shows a 

decidedly aggressive look. Pre-
cisely for this reason, while re-
maining of a decidedly limited 
thickness, the case measures 
14.2 mm, therefore more than 
the ultra-thin models of the 
brand. The size of the case is 
42 mm, in fact it is a watch that 
wants to get noticed and to give 
that extra sprint to your outfit.
The watch is powered by the 
in-house caliber 4308, a move-
ment produced internally by 
the Maison. We are talking 
about an automatic movement 
that guarantees 60 hours of 
power reserve. This fantastic 
mechanism measures 32mm in 
diameter and has a frequency 
of 4Hz / 28800vph.

AU D E M A R S  P I G U E T
ROYAL OAK OFFSHORE DIVER REF. 15720ST.OO.A052CA.01

-  AUDEMARS PIGUET  -
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-  GLASHÜTTE ORIGINAL  -

REFERENCE
-

1  -  1 - 90 - 02 - 23 - 35 - 30

2 -  1 - 90 - 02 - 13 - 32 - 31

3 -  1 - 90 - 02 - 13 - 32 - 36

4 -  1 - 90 - 02 - 13 - 32 - 70

GLASHÜTTE ORIGINAL 
PANOMATICLUNAR 
1-90-02-23-35-30

The reference 1-90-02-23-35-30 
produced by Glashütte Original is 
truly a hymn of joy to the color green. 
The shade chosen by the maison is 
intense but is extremely refined and 
perfectly designed to give the watch 
a distinctive but elegant look. The 
leather strap is perfect for this ref-
erence and the green also recalls 
the Louisiana alligator. On the dial 
we can admire the white panoramic 
date on a black background, an el-
ement that distinguishes the entire 
collection. At the top right stands 
the window where you can admire 
the movement of the moon which 
indicates the different phases of the 
moon.

GLASHÜTTE ORIGINAL 
PANOMATICLUNAR 
1-90-02-13-32-31

This watch has a more classic ap-
pearance than the previous one 
because, although the dial is the 
same, the strap and the case have 
a more traditional and sober ap-
pearance. The case is in fact made 
of steel, a much more common ma-

terial than red gold but no less fas-
cinating when combined with the 
color of the dial. The brown strap, 
the element that perhaps most dif-
ferentiates this reference from the 
previous one, is made of Louisiana 
alligator suede.

GLASHÜTTE ORIGINAL 
PANOMATICLUNAR 
1-90-02-13-32-36

The reference 1-90-02-13-32-36 
features the Nylon strap. It is a de-
cidedly uncommon material com-
pared to the usual but the appear-
ance is definitely beautiful to look 
at. All other components remain the 
same as the reference 1-90-02-13-
32-31.

GLASHÜTTE ORIGINAL 
PANOMATICLUNAR 
1-90-02-13-32-70

The reference 1-90-02-13-32-70 in-
stead is entirely made of steel. The 
dimensions of the case always re-
main 40 mm but the use of steel for 
all components gives this reference 
a decidedly sportier look than the 
others.

PA N O M AT I C LU N A R
ALL THE CHARM OF THE MOON

The German manufacturer Glashütte Original has enriched its PanoMati-
cLunar collection with four truly exclusive references with a green dial.
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-  LONGINES  -

LEGEND DIVER 42 MM AUTOMATIC
One of the most interesting vintage look watches on the market.

The Longines Diver collection is in-
spired by a diving watch from the 
1960s and occupies a prominent 
place in the brand’s Heritage collec-
tion.

With this collection, Longines has 
the declared objective of enhancing 
a design that looks to the past but 
introducing the technical and engi-
neering innovations of the present. 
The desire to recall vintage diving 
watches is not a choice that amazes 
us on the part of the brand. In fact, 
Longines made its first diving model 
in 1958 and over the years it has 
been able to conquer the taste of 
enthusiasts so as to make the Diver 
a fundamental pillar of the brand.

The reference that presents the 
green dial is the L3.774.1.50.2. The 
first aspect that we must empha-
size about this watch is the mate-
rial of the case and the clasp. These 
two parts are made of bronze, a 

very unusual metal for luxury 
watches but which has a rather 
intriguing peculiarity. In fact, 
bronze evolves over time and 
can change color, making each 
piece unique. Bronze, which in 
the beginning presents itself with 
a warm hue similar to the gold 
color, in fact tends to develop 
a patina if it is worn for a long 
period of time. Precisely for this 
reason, the choice of the smoke 
green dial seems perfectly suit-
ed. Longines also fades the color 
that from the green of the cen-
tral part darkens more and more 
going progressively towards the 
outside of the dial. If you’re won-
dering what effects bronze might 
have on your skin, don’t worry. In 
fact, Longines has made the case 
back in titanium, to make sure 
you do not have irritated skin 
due to the bronze.

LO N G I N E S
LEGEND DIVER

-  LONGINES -
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The reference we analyze first 
is L3.782.4.06.6. You can imme-
diately notice from the photo 
that, although this collection is 
also dedicated to diving enthu-
siasts, it is very different from 
an aesthetic point of view com-
pared to the previous one. 

Starting from the materials: the 
whole watch is in fact made of 
stainless steel. This material is 
certainly great if you dive fre-
quently. At the beginning of the 
chapter we presented the Ro-
lex “Hulk”, you can certainly no-
tice many similarities with that 
model. 

The unidirectional rotating be-
zel is also similar and features 
knurls just like the Rolex Sub-
mariners. This aspect allows for 
optimal grip even under water 
where friction is much lower. 
The diameter is 43 mm, a mea-
sure that without being bulky 
allows excellent visibility of in-
dexes, numbers and hands. 
These elements are enhanced 
by the application of Super-Lu-
miNova, now a must for diving 
watches. The caliber is L888, 

so we can be sure about the 
reliability of the movement. 
Longines also presents the Hy-
droConquest in another really 
interesting version, the refer-
ence L3.782.4.06.9. In this case 
we find the same dial and the 
same material for the case but 
the strap is made of rubber. In 
this way the green color is en-
hanced even more and who-
ever wears this timepiece can 
have a model on their wrist that 
is certainly distinguishable from 
many other references.

Compared to the previous one, the collection has a decidedly 
sportier look. In fact, Longines with its HydroConquest is aimed at 
those looking for a technical watch that still maintains a refined 

look.

LONGINES HYDROCONQUEST

-  LONGINES -
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-  BELL & ROSS  -

BR V2-92 MILITARY GREEN
A watch inspired by the military tradition

Bell & Ross is a luxury watch brand 
that is inspired, for most of its col-
lections, by the military tradition. 
Precisely for this reason they could 
not miss in his collection of watches 
with a green dial. Among our favor-
ite models there is certainly the Bell 
& Ross BR V2-92 Military Green.

This model, as you can see from 
the photo, could easily be included 
in a ranking dedicated to military 
watches. In fact, the dial is of the 
khaki shade, which recalls the iconic 
green of the uniforms of the armies. 
The color is not casual, it is a refer-
ence that is specifically aimed at the 
most demanding adventurers.

The reference BRV292-MKA-ST 
/ SF is equipped with a beauti-
ful canvas strap, which combines 
the color khaki with black. The 
watch is part of the line of watch-
es from the Bell & Ross “LUM” 
collection that use the green 
Super-LumiNova C3 to optimize 
luminescence. This element is 
applied to numbers and indices. 
The skeletonized black metal 
hour and minute hands are also 
filled with this material. The glass 
is made of sapphire which, as we 
know, guarantees optimal visibil-
ity, essential for those who love 
to face extreme adventures. The 
watch also allows you to fear-
lessly descend to a depth of 100 
meters, so you have no problem 
taking it with you even while div-
ing.

B E L L  & R O S S  
BR V2-92 MILITARY GREEN

-  BELL & ROSS  -
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CHARACTERISTIC

1 -  C A S E

Stainless steel

2 - D I A M E T E R

42,0 mm

3 -  G L A S S

Domed sapphire, anti-reflective on 

both sides

4 -  C A L I B E R

Breitling 01 (Manufacturing)

5 -  C H R O N O G R A P H

1/4 second chronograph, 30-minute 

and 12-hour totalizers.

The Chronomat collection is 
one of the most important of 
the brand.

In 1983, Breitling redefined the 
canons of this model, returning 
the mechanical chronograph 
to its rightful place of pre-
eminence with the brand that 
had built its global reputation 
on these incredible watches. 
With this fantastic green dial, 
Breitling also consolidates the 
special bond with the Bentley 
luxury car brand.
The reference with green dial 
that we present to you is the 
AB01343A1L1A1. The diam-
eter of the watch measures 42 
mm and the thickness of the 
case is 15.1 mm. The watch is 
made entirely of stainless steel. 
The bezel features the iconic 
4 horsemen, while the move-
ment that animates the watch 
is the Breitling caliber 01. It is 
an in-house caliber, presented 
in 2009 at the Baselworld fair, 
to celebrate the House’s 125th 
anniversary.

The green dial is not the only 
aspect that makes this watch 
beautiful from an aesthetic 

point of view. Equally impor-
tant from this point of view is 
the bracelet made in the “Rou-
leaux” version, a unique Bre-
itling design.

B R E I T L I N G  C H R O N O M AT 
B01 42 BENTLEY

-  BREITLING -
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ORIS AQUIS DATE GREEN

-

1   / /   O R I S  AQ U I S  DAT E 

01 733 7730 4157 - 07 8  24 05 P E B

2  / /   O R I S  AQ U I S  DAT E 

01 400 7769 4157 - 07 4  22 74 F C

3  / /  O R I S  AQ U I S  DAT E 

01 733 7730 4157 - 07 5  24 10 E B

4  / /  O R I S  AQ U I S  DAT E 

01 733 7720 4057 - 07 5  21 25 F C

The green used by the 
brand is really beauti-
ful and bright, a joy for 
the eyes to see and 
certainly even more in-
teresting to wear. The 
strap can be made of 
rubber, steel, leather 
or fabric, while the 
41.5 mm case is made 
of steel.

The caliber on the 
watch is the Oris 733. It 
is a commercial caliber, 
customized by Oris 
with the classic red 
winding rotor, present 
on all the models of the 
Maison. Specifically, 
the caliber from which 
the Oris 733 originates 
is the Sellita SW 200-1.

Although not pro-
duced in Switzerland 
in its entirety, the SW 
200-1 caliber has all 

the characteristics to 
be considered a Swiss 
Made caliber. In order 
to take this certifica-
tion, the following re-
quirements are in fact 
necessary:

• Assembly in Swit-
zerland

• Inspection in Swit-
zerland

• Swiss members for 
at least 60% (previ-
ously 50%)                   

The technical charac-
teristics of this cali-
ber are: the number 
of vibrations / hour of 
28,800 (4 Hz), 26 jew-
els, a power reserve of 
38 hours and a lifting 
angle of 50 degrees. 
In the COSC version 
we find an anti-shock 
system incorporated in 
Incabloc.

-  ORIS -

Oris is a famous brand for the variety of its dials. 
Obviously, given the theme of the article, we will 
focus on the models that feature the green dial, 
also analyzing the differences in the materials to 
discover together the different versions of the 

Aquis Date that feature this color.

ORIS 733

1 -  A LT E R N A N Z E / O R A

28.800 (4 Hz)

2 -  R I S E R VA  D I  C A R I C A

38 ore

3 -  P R E C I S I O N E

-4 sec./+6 sec. al giorno

O R I S  AQ U I S  DAT E
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316L STAINLESS STEEL

This material guarantees excellent 

gloss and resistance to corrosion, an 

indispensable factor for those who 

live a life of adventure and are always 

looking for new experiences.

SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL

The brand follows the Verneuil pro-

cess, also called flame fusion, which 

consists of melting the raw material 

using a hydrogen flame and crystal-

lizing the molten droplets to form a 

cylinder. for fans of technical mat-

ters, Omega sapphire crystal reaches 

the 9th degree on the Mohs scale 

of hardness (in reference to values   

from 1 to 10). This makes you un-

derstand how resistant and safe this 

glass is.

-  OMEGA -

O M E G A  S E A M A S T E R 
AQUA TERRA REF. 220.10.41.21.10.001

Omega is a historic brand 
and its fame is unmatched 
by anyone. This brand also 
offers its watch in the ver-
sion with a green dial. This 
is a magnificent Seamaster 
Aqua Terra in the reference 
220.10.41.21.10.001. 

Let’s find out now together 
to get to know all the fantas-
tic features of this model. On 
the dial we also notice a small 
date window at 6 o’clock and 
rhodium-plated indexes and 
hands filled with white Super-
LumiNova. The watch is pow-
ered by the OMEGA Master 
Chronometer in-house cali-
ber 8900. This is certified by 
the Swiss Federal Institute 
of Metrology (METAS) to the 

highest standards set by the 
watch industry. One of the 
main aspects of this caliber 
is the ability to withstand 
magnetic fields up to 15,000 
gauss. The movement guar-
antees a power reserve of up 
to 60 hours.

Among the other features of 
the watch we have: the time 
zone and the chronometer, 
while from the point of view 
of the components, we high-
light the domed sapphire 
crystal with anti-reflective 
treatment on both sides. This 
glass is made with a specific 
technique by Omega, which 
makes the material scratch-
resistant and anti-reflective.
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2W O M E N’S  WATC H E S
The best models dedicated to the female audience

Women’s luxury watches are gaining more and more relevance 
in the industry. The best brands are convinced of the potential of 
this market segment and compete to create increasingly beauti-
ful and elegant watches with the aim of winning the interest of 

the female audience.
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CARTIER TANK

-

1   / /   C A R T I E R  TA N K  S O LO 

R E F.  W 5200014

2  / /   C A R T I E R  TA N K  A M E R I C A I N E 

R E F.  W S TA 0018

3  / /  C A R T I E R  TA N K  F R A N Ç A I S E 

R E F.  W S TA 0005

4  / /   C A R T I E R  TA N K  A N G L A I S E

R E F.  W 5310013

The Cartier Tank has 
a look that is definite-
ly not confused with 
any other model. It is 
characterized by the 
innovative rectangular 
case, an unusual deci-
sion for the time, and 
by the oblique Roman 
numerals, the chemin 
de fer minute track, 
the two blued hands 
and the absence of the 
second hand. All these 
elements were pres-
ent at the beginning 
and still constitute the 
prominent elements 
of these magnificent 
timepieces.

CARTIER TANK SOLO

The Cartier Tank Solo 
is characterized by its 
small size and there-
fore fits perfectly on a 
female wrist. The case, 
generally in steel, of 
the Cartier Tank Solo 

can easily be combined 
with a leather or steel 
strap. However, we can 
also find references in 
yellow and pink gold. 
Obviously, this feature 
greatly increases the 
prestige and, conse-
quently, the price of 
the watch. The current 
references are animat-
ed by the quartz move-
ment, which sets the 
characteristic blued 
hands in motion. 

The Cartier Tank Solo 
has been able to win 
the hearts of great ce-
lebrities, including An-
gelina Jolie. The watch 
in the photo is a sim-
ple hour and minute 
model with a quartz 
movement housed in 
an 18-karat yellow case 
mounted on a brown 
alligator leather strap 
with pin buckle.

-  CARTIER -

The name Tank derives from the fact that the de-
sign of the case is inspired by the tanks of the First 
World War but, despite the name, these models 
are characterized by a unique elegance. The collec-
tion is in fact presented in 1917, the year in which 
the war conflict was still ongoing and, among the 
details that can recall the combat vehicle, we note 

the elongated lugs.

CARTIER TANK SOLO

1 -  M O V E M E N T

Automatic and quartz

2 -  S I Z E

24.4mm x 31mm o 27mm x 34.8mm

3 -  S T R A P  M AT E R I A L S

Leather, steel, yellow gold, rose gold.

C A R T I E R  TA N K
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-  CARTIER -

CARTIER TANK AMERICAINE

This version of the Cartier Tank was 
presented for the first time in 1989, 
with the aim of expressing all the 
enterprising spirit of America of that 
period through a timepiece. The 
first prototype of the Cartier Tank 
Américaine was presented to none 
other than John Pershing, who his-
tory buffs will remember as the com-
mander of the American expedition 
to the Western Front during World 
War I. John Pershing distinguished 
himself in battle and for his heroic 
deeds and his style of command 
is identified as one of the symbols 
of the American spirit. The Cartier 
Tank Américaine stands out for its 
particularly large case, motivated by 
the desire to capture the American 
trends of the period in which it was 
launched on the market. The side 
lugs in this model blend perfectly 
with the strap, of which they look like 
an extension, creating an aesthetic 
effect unmatched on the market.

CARTIER TANK FRANÇAISE

The Cartier Tank Française have as 
their distinctive element the link 
bracelet, which gives a unique look 
to this version. The arched case, po-
sitioned in the center of the brace-
let, has created a new, iconic Tank 
family. The aesthetics of the brace-
let and the shape of the dial give the 
watch a decidedly solid and com-
pact appearance. It is impossible to 
talk about the Cartier Tank Française 
without mentioning the fact that it 
was one of the most worn and most 

appreciated models by Lady Diana 
and that now, according to the lat-
est rumors, it is worn by Meghan 
Markle, the wife of Prince Harry. This 
model is easily combined with an 
elegant evening dress, but you can 
also wear it easily with a daily out-
fit. The Cartier Tank Française tends 
to be animated by a quartz mecha-
nism, as per tradition, and does not 
have particularly sophisticated func-
tions since Cartier wanted to focus 
exclusively on the aesthetic aspect. 
It is a watch that aims to satisfy a fe-
male audience interested in giving 
a refined look to their wrist without 
any particular technical pretensions.

CARTIER TANK ANGLAISE

It won’t surprise you to know that the 
Car-tier Tank Anglaise also incorpo-
rates automatic and quartz move-
ments. Instead, what distinguishes 
the Tank Anglaise is the crown inte-
grated into the case protected by a 
bridge on the top. It is a truly exclu-
sive women’s watch, also equipped 
with a sapphire crystal that perfectly 
protects the watch from any type of 
weather. Clearly, the material that 
often characterizes this watch, pink 
gold, brings it to a higher price range 
than steel models.

We have come to the end of this 
journey through the main models of 
the Cartier Tank. We are sure that 
you will have found these fascinat-
ing models but what is your favor-
ite? The Cartier Tank Solo, Améric-
aine, Française or Anglaise?

REFERENZE
-

1  -  W S TA 0029

2 -  3800554227 W X

3 -  W 2601456

4 -  W B 710002

5 -  W 51007 Q 4

6 -  W LG Q B 02776
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CHARACTERISTIC

1 -  C A S E

Oyster, 28 mm, Oystersteel

2 -  C H A R G E  C R O W N

Screw, with Twinlock double water-

proofing system

3 -  M O V E M E N T

Perpetual, mechanical, self-winding

4 -  C A L I B E R

2236, Rolex manufacture

5 -  F U N C T I O N S

Hours, minutes and seconds in the 

center. Instant date with quick cor-

rection. Stop of the seconds for a 

precise setting of the time

The Rolex Lady-Datejust is the 
perfect expression of feminine 
elegance. Perfect example of 
style and refinement, it is the 
top model of the Swiss Maison 
as regards the “fair sex”. The 
watch was presented for the 
first time in 1957 and measures 
just 28 mm, perfect for those 
looking for a refined accessory.
The first reference of the Rolex 
Lady-Datejust that we present 
to you, the 279160, is charac-
terized by a beautiful pink dial, 
an element that allows it to be 
highly appreciated by those 
who see an element of feminin-
ity in this color. The dial, like all 
recent Rolex models, features 
the elegant Soleil finish, which 
creates fabulous light effects 
that spread outward from the 
center. The Roman numerals 
are also beautiful, making the 
style of this fantastic timepiece 
even more elegant.
The movement that animates 
the latest generation Rolex La-
dy-Datejust is the 2236. As you 
can imagine it is a mechani-
cal movement made by Rolex. 
Equipped with a Rolex-patent-
ed Syloxi hairspring in silicon, 
it guarantees truly superlative 
performance. It is insensitive to 
magnetic fields and also boasts 

great stability with respect to 
sudden changes in tempera-
ture. Finally, this mechanism 
guarantees considerable safety 
against shocks, remaining up to 
ten times more precise than a 
traditional hairspring.

R O L E X  L A DY - D AT E J U S T 
The classic women’s watch

-  ROLEX  -
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CHARACTERISTIC

• Jubilee bracelet

• Steel and yellow gold

• Cyclops lens

This reference is incredibly 
bright thanks to the magnifi-
cent champagne-colored dial, 
which, thanks also to the Soleil 
finish, is able to radiate light in 
a unique way. The dial, howev-
er, is not the only element that 
makes this watch a center of 
style and refinement. Instead of 
the numbers we find splendid 
diamonds, precious stones that 
further accentuate the lumi-
nous aspect of this reference. 

An unusual element for a Date-
just is the fluted bezel. In fact, 
Rolex often tends to associate 
the smooth rounded bezel with 
the watches of its classic refer-

ence collection. Originally, the 
knurling had the aim of making 
it easier to screw on the case, 
to make the watch waterproof. 
Over time, however, this fea-
ture has become a distinctive 
element of the Rolex brand and 
is highly appreciated by collec-
tors. 

The Jubilee bracelet is also de-
cidedly fascinating, giving great 
elegance to all the watches that 
Rolex decides to embellish with 
this version of the strap. Un-
like the Oyster, this version fea-
tures 5 asymmetrical links, with 
the central three being slightly 
thinner than the outer ones.

After having seen the reference 279160 in detail, we move towards 
a reference that has gold as its reference color, model 279173.

LADY-DATEJUST REF. 279173

-  ROLEX -
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B V LG A R I  S E R P E N T I
The audacity of a surprising design

The Serpenti collec-
tion comes in differ-
ent variants, the last 
of which is the Ser-
penti Seduttori. With 
a sinuous and elegant 
appearance, this col-
lection perfectly com-
bines the characteris-
tic case in the shape 
of a snake’s head with 
a bracelet designed in 

scales. This model is 
the most recent of the 
Serpenti collection, in 
fact it was presented 
for the first time at the 
Baseworld fair in 2019. 
The Italian manufac-
ture thus moves away 
from the multi-spiral 
bracelet, but the link 
with the animal from 
which the collection is 

-  BVLGARI SERPENTI  -

Regardless of your personal tastes, you will 
surely agree with us that Bvlgari, with the 
Serpenti collection, has redefined the tra-
ditional aesthetic standards of haute horlo-

gerie. In fact, we know that for the audacity that 
characterizes these models, Bvlgari has divided 
fans between those who adored this version and 
those who love a more traditional style.

maintained thanks to 
the hexagonal mesh-
es that resemble the 
scales of the snake. The 
case of the Bvlgari Ser-
penti is enhanced by 
the diamonds present 
around the dial. The 
choice of the brand is 
consistent with the de-
sire to accentuate the 
prestige of the watch 
and bring its appear-
ance closer to that of 

a jewel. The materials 
used range from pink 
gold to stainless steel, 
passing through two-
tone versions. Remain-
ing linked to pink gold, 
a particularly attractive 
reference is 103146. 
The snake-shaped case 
has been made even 
thinner and this makes 
it incredibly comfort-
able on the wrist.

A watch that is also in effect 
a jewel.

BVLGARI SERPENTI SEDUT-
TORI REF. 103146

1 -  B R ACC I A L E 

Disegnato a squame

2 -  M O V I M E N TO

Quarzo

3 -  M AT E R I A L E

Oro Rosa 18 ct
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-  BVLGARI -

BVLGARI SERPENTI TUBOGAS
The perfect combination of a jewel and a luxury watch

We have just seen the most recent 
version of the Bvlugari Serpente, the 
one that, while presenting unique 
elements, differs less from the tradi-
tional design of a luxury watch. This 
version, on the other hand, is ab-
solutely revolutionary. In fact, with 
the Bvulgari Serpenti Turbogas, the 
brand has created a perfect union 
between a jewel and a luxury watch. 
The latest generation Tubogas have 
the shape of the teardrop case that 
resembles the head of a snake. Its 
current measurements are 35 mm. 
Animated by a quartz movement, 
the watch is equipped with stick 
indexes with Roman numerals to 
indicate the number 6 and 12. The 
materials that Bvulgari uses for Tu-
bogas are stainless steel and pink 
gold, which can also be matched to-
gether in bolder versions. 

Also as regards the number of 
times the spiral wraps around 
the wrist, Bvulgari offers you a 
wide choice. We move from the 
simplest models, with a single 
spiral, to the more complex ones 
in which there are even six spi-
rals. Clearly the price rises with 
the increase in the number of spi-
rals. Again, the dial is often sur-
rounded by small diamonds. The 
Bvulgari Serpenti are incredible 
women’s watches that will surely 
not let you go unnoticed when 
you wear them on your wrist. By 
creating a perfect combination 
of luxury watchmaking and high 
jewelery, Bvulgari has created a 
model that has been able to con-
quer undisputed fame among a 
female audience that seeks first 
and foremost aesthetic beauty in 
women’s luxury watches.

B V LG A R I  S E R P E N T I
TURBOGAS

-  BVLGARI -
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-  TUDOR -

T U D O R  C L A I R  D E  R O S E 
Timeless elegance

The Tudor reference model 
linked to the female world 
is the Clair De Rose. These 
watches have a rather small 
case, to show off a timeless el-
egance, and from the presen-
tation at the 2017 Baseworld 
fair they are made only in 
steel. Case dimensions start 
at 26mm and can go up to 
34mm in diameter. The opal-
ine dial is characterized by el-
egant embossed decorations 
and embellished with blue 
lacquered Roman numeral or 
diamond indexes. 

The watches of the Clair De 
Rose collection are animated 
by a quartz movement, which 
also sets in motion the date 

that we observe in a small 
window positioned at 3 
o’clock. 
The winding crown is fixed 
on a sturdy case waterproof 
up to 100 meters, made in 
Switzerland from a block of 
316L stainless steel. A refer-
ence absolutely to be discov-
ered is the M35500-0004. 
This model features a 30mm 
case, so it is an intermediate 
between 26mm and 34mm. 
The real distinguishing fea-
ture are the eight diamonds 
positioned in place of the 
numbers. In addition to in-
creasing the prestige of the 
watch, they give an undoubt-
edly elegant and luminous 
appearance.

CALIBER

The caliber mounted is the Tudor-

manufactured T201. It is a self-wind-

ing mechanical movement that guar-

antees a power reserve of 38 hours.

BRACELET

The bracelet, like all the others in the 

Clair De Rose collection, is in steel 

with small “grain de riz” links. This 

structure guarantees excellent flex-

ibility, combined with elegance and 

brilliance.
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THE JOY OF LIVING

In 1993, capturing the spirit of the 

time, Caroline Scheufele imagined 

a sports watch based on a unique 

and explosive combination, steel 

and diamonds, an unprecedented 

audacity: the Happy Sport line was 

born. Faithful to the spirit of Happy 

Diamonds that appear in the dial, 

like dancers dancing freely between 

two sapphire crystals, the Happy 

Sport soon became an emblem of 

the Maison and of women’s watches.

Reversing the codes of watchmak-

ing and jewelry of the mid-1970s, 

Chopard accompanies the metamor-

phosis of an era characterized by 

a wind of emancipation for women 

and the liberalization of society. 

With Happy Sport, the Maison pays 

tribute to this victorious past that 

forged its own identity.

No, rest assured, we have not 
forgotten the fantastic Chopard 
Happy Sport, the Chopard col-
lection dedicated to women. 
Launched in 1993, Happy Sport 
still remains a reference point 
for the luxury women’s watch 
sector today. The combination 
of the stainless steel case and 
the presence of diamonds on 
the dial was the secret of the 
success of this model (a secret 
that is anything but hidden, to 
be honest). 

The Happy Sport, in its most 
classic version, features a circu-
lar dial and a 33 mm case. The 
realization of these compo-
nents is based on the study of 
the golden section conducted 
by the engineers of the Maison. 
The movement that we find on 
the latest Chopard Happy Sport 
made by the Maison is the 
Chopard 09.01-C. It is a caliber 
entirely made in the Chopard 
laboratories, and can boast the 
C.O.S.C. Going into the more 
technical aspects, it has a fre-
quency of 25,200 vibrations 
per hour, with a power reserve 
of 42 hours. The diamonds are 
free to move all along the dial. 
They can vary in number but at 
least Chopard applies five. The 

freedom of movement of pre-
cious stones is not accidental. 
The Maison has also adopted 
this choice with the aim of ex-
pressing the free spirit of the 
21st century woman. Happi-
ness also resides in the desire 
to feel free and to be able to 
fully express all one’s joie de 
vivre.

C H O PA R D  H A P P Y  S P O R T
Diamonds associated with a stainless steel case

-  CHOPARD  -
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-  CHOPARD  -

In fact, the brand chooses only raw 
materials that are made in a respon-
sible and sustainable way. Chopard 
carries out a real project to promote 
ethical values   called “Journey to Sus-
tainable Luxury”.

The Maison specifically pays particu-
lar attention to the supply chain of 
its pink gold. Since 2018 Chopard 
has certified the gold used in its pro-
duction as “Ethical gold”. This means 
that it guarantees compliance with 
the highest international standards 
regarding best practices in environ-
mental and social matters. The gold 
used is handcrafted and produced 
responsibly. 
Mining takes place in a meticulous 
and controlled manner, involving 
millions of men and women around 

the world, who work alone, in family 
groups or in cooperatives, and who 
use relatively simple methods of ex-
ploration, extraction and process-
ing. 

Chopard has been on the board of 
directors of the Swiss Better Gold 
Association (SBGA) since 2020, a 
non-profit initiative carried out by 
Swiss players in the gold supply 
chain, from refiners to retailers. The 
mission is to create a simple mar-
ket-oriented mechanism that allows 
“formalized” miners to adopt more 
socially inclusive and more environ-
mentally friendly practices. This ini-
tiative has a significant social impact 
and has allowed many people to im-
prove their incomes and their living 
conditions.

C H O PA R D  E T H I C S
RESPONSIBILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY

One aspect that we want to highlight, in addition to the aesthetic beauty 
of the models made by Chopard, is the ethical attention that the brand 

pays during the creation of its timepieces.
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C H O PA R D  H A P P Y  D I A M O N D S
Movable diamonds between two sapphire crystals

The search for a refined 
aesthetic is brought to 
the highest levels with 
the references of the 
Happy Diamonds col-
lection. Moving inside 
two sapphire glasses, 
the brilliance of the 
diamonds is incredibly 
enhanced. The Happy 
Diamonds is powered 
by a quartz movement, 

so it differs in cali-
ber compared to the 
Happy Sport models, 
which instead are pow-
ered by a self-winding 
movement. The straps 
that Chopard uses for 
the timepieces of this 
collection are very var-
ied and always very 
elegant. The dimen-
sions of the case are 

-  CHOPARD -

Diamonds become even more protagonists 
with the Chopard Happy Diamonds. This col-
lection was created by the Maison in 1976 
with the declared aim of revolutionizing the 

standards of women’s luxury watches. It is the first 
time that we have been able to admire the mov-
ing diamonds between 2 sapphire glasses placed in 
the front part of the watch.

always very small, in 
fact it starts from the 
very minimum size of 
26 mm. Many of the 
dials of the watches in 
this collection are in 
mother-of-pearl with 
a guilloché finish. The 
Chopard Happy Dia-
monds is an inimitable 
watch and certainly 
proves to be the ideal 

choice if you are look-
ing for a watch that has 
a prestigious and el-
egant appearance. The 
brilliant idea of   insert-
ing diamonds between 
2 sapphire glasses had 
an incredible impact 
from an aesthetic point 
of view and this result 
has not been equaled 
by any other Maison.

The observer even has 
the impression that the 
diamonds dance above the 

JULIA ROBERTS

With her communicative energy and grace, 

Julia Roberts is the embodiment of the Joy of 

Living and the Free Spirit that characterize 

the moving diamonds in the collection.
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CHOPARD HAPPY DIAMONDS

-

1   / /   C H O PA R D  H A P P Y  D I A M O N D S 

R E F.  204305 - 5301

2  / /   C H O PA R D  H A P P Y  D I A M O N D S 

R E F.  204445 - 5001

3  / /  C H O PA R D  H A P P Y  D I A M O N D S

R E F.  209426 - 5002

4  / /   C H O PA R D  H A P P Y  D I A M O N D S

R E F.   205596 - 1001

-  CHOPARD  -

CHOPARD HAPPY DIAMONDS
Ref. 203957-5209



SPAZIO 21
—

O U R  F A V O R I T E  R E F E R E N C E S
A selection chosen especially for you
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ROLEX DATEJUST REFERENCE 126200
STARTING FROM €7.800

ROLEX GMT-MASTER II  REFERENCE 116710LN
 STARTING FROM €11.900

-  ROLEX --  ROLEX -
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-  ROLEX -

ROLEX SUBMARINER REFERENCE 116610LV
STARTING FROM €18.500




